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Introduction

Global Illumination for Point Set Process

In the process of visualizing a point set representing a smooth manifold surface, global illumination techniques can be used to
render a realistic scene with various effects of lighting. Thanks to the continuous demand for ray tracing and the development
of graphics hardware, dedicated GPUs and programmable pipeline for ray tracing have been introduced in recent years.
In this paper, real-time global illumination rendering is studied for a point-set model using ray-tracing GPUs. We apply the
moving least-squares (MLS) method to approximate the point set to a smooth implicit surface and render it using global
illumination by performing massive ray-intersection tests with the surface and generating shading effects at the intersection
point. As a result, a complicated point-set scene consisting of more than 0.5M points can be generated in real-time.

Offline

✓Compute k-nearest neighbors

✓Ray-surface intersection test

✓Define AABBs

✓Compute hit point

✓Generate local coordinate system

✓Compute normal

✓Compute local polynomial approximation

✓Real-time global illumination

Exploiting the RTX Rendering Pipeline

RTX-based Implicit Surface for Point Set
We define an AABB which is sized by the distance
to the k-nearest neighbors around each point.
It will be built into a hierarchical structure of RTX
to accelerate BVH traversal.

A reference plane is defined by the position and normal of
each point, and the k-nearest neighbors are projected to
the plane to construct a tangent local coordinate system.
By applying MLS per point, the coefficients of a
polynomial function are calculated for the surface.
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Defining Implicit Surface

𝑟 ∶ 𝑟𝑎𝑦 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡
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(a) A global illumination rendering result of a triangle model
(b) 36K point-set model
(c) A global illumination rendering result of a point-set model
with an MLS surface approximation
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Conclusion

AMD Ryzen 7 3700X CPU, NVIDIA RTX2080 GPU, 16GB RAM
Windows10, VS2017, DirectX DXR
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No

The gradient vector of the implicit surface at
the intersection point corresponds to a normal.
The shading effect of shadows and reflections
is computed in the closest shader.

Intersection Shader
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RTX AABBs
Acceleration Structure

After transforming the ray into the tangent space,
we compute the intersection of the ray with the
surface and define an intersection point.
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Geometry

Defining AABBs
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Bottom-level
Acceleration Structure

As a result of the accelerated BVH
traversal with RTX, the closest
AABB for the ray direction is found.

Acceleration Structure Traversal
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Instance
Transformation, Material…

Online

We propose a rendering method using global
illumination in real-time for a point set based on
the RTX GPU equipped with a ray tracing
acceleration engine. As a result, we can create
realistic images with shadows and reflections for
scenes containing non-polygonal point-set
geometry.

Global illumination
for point set

In the future, we will study to improve our
method by using out-of-core memory
management and data structure optimization to
perform global illumination rendering for a large
point set.

